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A. LISTENING

I. You will hear a conversation between a secretary and a student. The secretary is

asking the student for information in order to complete an application form for a course.

As you listen, fill in the appropriate information on the form below. (1pt)

Surname : (0) Potters

Fist name : (1) _______________________________

Country : (2) _______________________________

Age : (3) _______________________________

Address : 45 Hard court Lane (4)_______________

Telephone number: (5) _________________________

II. You will hear five short conversations and then choose the correct answers (1pt)

6/ How long has Matt lived in Glasgow?

A. since he was at university B. for six months

C. for two years D. for two weeks

7/ When was the White Tower completed?

A. in the 17th century B. In 1068

C. in 1285 D. in the 7th century

8/ He started running _________

A. a few years ago B. at school

C. a few weeks ago D. a few days ago

9/ What’s her favorite subject?

A. Geography B. Literature

C. Maths D. Science

10/ John doesn’t like the painting of ____________

A. the woman B. the boy

C. the guitar D. the blue one

B. OTHER SKILLS

I. Choose the best options to complete the sentences (2pts)

11. Andy _________ in this company since he ______________ from university.

A. has worked/ has graduated B. worked/ has graduated
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C. has worked/ graduated D. worked/ graduated

12. This T-shirt was nice, ________ it was too small for me.

A. but B. so C. because D. and

13. He is looking forward to ______________ you again.

A. sees B. to see C. saw D. seeing

14. Jenny is from New Zealand, ________?

A. does he B. isn’t Jenny C. isn’t she D. is she

15. Choose the word with the different pronunciation of the underlined part.

A. worked B. cleaned C. watched D. stopped

16. Pick out the word whose stress is placed differently from the others.

A. minority B. occasion C. experience D. dormitory

17. He said he _____________ a friend at the station that day.

A. was meeting B. is going to meet C. is meeting D. meets

18. This blouse is very lovely and _________

A. fashion B. fashionista C. fashionable D. all are correct

19. We have appointments ________ 7 a.m and 9 a.m.

A. from B. in C. on D. between

20. The bridge has been built ___________ over 2 months

A. since B. in C. for D. with

II. Read the passage, then answer the questions (1pt)

Hanoi is really an interesting city. There are many things that a tourist can do there.

There are several museums which tourists can visit .The History museum is on Pham Ngu

Lao Street and the War Museum is on Dien Bien Phu Street. Tourists can see stories about

Vietnam’s past in both museums. The War museum is full of old weapons and tourists can

take photos of them.

It is also possible to organize a tour and tourists can hire a small bus or a taxi and go to

several villages nearby. There is a village where you can see people making noodles and

another where they make silk. Lastly, there is a Snake village where tourists can see live

snakes.

21. Are there many museums in Hanoi?

 _______________________________________

22. Where can tourists see stories about Vietnam’s past?

 ________________________________________________________________

23. What can they see in the War museums?
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 ______________________________________

24. How do tourists go to many villages nearby?

 ___________________________________

25. Is there anything special in Snake village? If yes, what is it?

 _________________________________________________________________

III. Choose the correct words given too complete the following passage (1pt)

Live/ countries/ culture/ impress/ class/ traditional/ occasions/ famous/ poor/ overseas

There are may things that deeply (26) ______________ people about Vietnam, among

them is the Ao Dai. Those who know about Vietnamese (27) ______________ or have visited

Vietnam are often fond of Ao Dai. The Ao Dai is found in every part of Vietnam, and in (28)

_____________ Vietnam communities. The prefix Áo classifies the item as clothing and Dài

means “long”. Ao Dai is Vietnam’s national outfit; it is usually worn during special (29)

__________________ such as Tet, holidays, or weddings. Beside special occasions,

Vietnamese high school girls also wear Áo Dài to (30) ____________________ everyday.

The popularity of Vietnamese (31) ________________ Ao Dai is not only limited to

Vietnam but also spreads beyond the Vietnam’s borders. To overseas Vietnamese, they (32)

______________ far from their hometown, but they always want to bring with them the

cultural tradition of their country. They want to show their heritage to all the (33)

________________ all over the world. The Vietnamese Ao Dai has also inspired (truyền cảm

hứng) French (34) _______________ designers such as Christian Lacroix and Claude

Montana.

To Vietnamese women, rich or (35) ____________, old or young, the Ao Dai is

always their favourite choice in most special occasions.

IV. Make new sentences from the cues given. (1pt)

36. It took me 2 hours to travel to the city by bus

 I spent _________________________________________________________________

37. What a pity. I am not free on Sunday

 I wish _________________________________________________________________

38. There was a banyan here a few years ago, but now there isn’t

 There used _____________________________________________________________

39. “How long have you learnt English?” she asked

 She asked me____________________________________________________________

40. They grow a lot of rice in Mekong delta

 A lot of ________________________________________________________________
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V. Choose the correct options below to fill in the blanks in order to make a complete

passage (1pt)

The tourist industry is considered to be the world’s (41) ________ industry. Before

1950 about one million people (42) _________ abroad each year (43) _________ by the

1990s the figure had risen to over 400 million a year.

Such large number of (44) _____ , however, are beginning to cause problems. For

example, in the Alps the skiers are (45) ______ the mountains they came to enjoy. Even parts

of Mont Everest in the Himalayas are reported to be covered (46) _____ old tins ,tents, and

food that have been (47) _____away.

But at a time when we have greater freedom to travel (48) _____ ever before, more

and more are asking how they can enjoy their holiday (49)_______ causing problems by

spoiling the countryside.

Now there is a new holiday guide called Holidays That Don’t Cost The Earth .It tells

you how you can help the tourist industry by (50) _______ your travel agent or your travel

agent the right questions before you go on holiday.

41. A. largest B. larger C. large D. small

42. A. sailed B. came C. traveled D. were

43. A. as B. but C. because D. so

44. A. tourists B. tour C. tourism D. all are correct

45. A. destroy B. destroyed C. to destroy D. destroying

46. A. with B. on C. for D. below

47. A. throw B. throws C. threw D. thrown

48. A. then B. when C. than D. while

49. A. without B. instead C. beside D. outside

50. A. asking B. to ask C. asked D. ask

VI. Read the following sentences in the correct order to make a complete dialogue (0.5pt)

0 F

51. _____

52. _____

53. _____

54. _____

A. I’ve stayed here for over 2 weeks and I really love the temples and

beaches in Nha Trang and My Son.

B. How long have you stayed in Vietnam? And do you like to stay

here?

C. That’s right, I am. Nice to meet you.

D. No, I live in a small town in Perth

E. Do you live in a big city in Australia?
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55. _____ F. Hello, you must be Jane from Australia. Let me introduce myself.

I’m Nga.

VII. Put the interchange given in the box into the correct position in the conversation

below. There is one extra answer. (0,5pt)

A. students will learn with native speakers only

B. How many students are there in the class?

C. How long is your course?

D. I want to ask you some questions to get more information about the course

E. How old is your son?

F. After he graduates from high school

Admin : Yes, Apollo English language Institute. Can I help you?

Mrs. Mai : I’ve seen your advertisement and (56) ______________

Admin : What do you want to know, Madam?

Mrs. Mai : You see, I want to send my son to America (57) ______. And I want to know

what course is suitable for him.

Admin : (58) ______________________

Mrs. Mai : He’s 17

Admin : Well, we have an English speaking class for him and we offer 5-hour

teaching a

day with various lectures on American life and culture. And (59)____________

Mrs. Mai : (60) ______________________?

Admin : About 13-15

Mrs. Mai : I think that would be fine. Thank you very much.

Admin : You’re welcome.

VIII. Write a paragraph of 50-80 words about the trip you took with your family or

friends (1pt)

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

….………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

….………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

….……………………………………………………………………………………………..


